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Francisand Michas(2013) is the first research that empirically investigate whether the
contagion effect of low-quality audits exist in the branch offices of accounting firms.The
evidence suggests that certain offices have systematic audit-quality problems and that
these problems persist over time,and prove that the contagion effect does exist in the
firm.Current research on the quality of the audit focused on the firm level and the level of
listed companies, the research for audit quality at the auditor’s individual level gradually
get the attention of scholars.
Through the phenomenon of auditor punishment ,we want to investigate whether the
behavior of sanctioned auditor is to have an impact on his partner who has ever worked
with the sanctioned auditors and signed a same audit report.In this paper, we used a
sample of Chinese A-share listed companies over the period of 2006-2013, and manually
collected CPA’s personal information and related discipline and punishment information
from the official website of CICPA. In the theoretical part, we talk about the organization
personality theory, the peer effect theory and the reputation mechanism theory, and refer to
the research related to the audit quality and contagion effect. In the empirical part , based
on different samples and four kinds of audit quality measurements(discretionary accruals,
accruals quality,audit reporting aggressiveness and audit fees), we test the existence of
contagion effects of audit quality for the signing partners.
Our study documents strong and consistent evidence to show that: (1) In the same
condition,the audit qualities of signing auditors who have ever signed the same audit
reports with sanctioned auditors are significantly lower than the auditors who have never
signed the same audit reports with sanctioned auditors. The bad individual behaviors of
sanctioned auditors do substantially affect the independence of their audit partners who
have ever worked closely with them. The results indicate that low audit quality
contagion effects of sanctioned auditors do exist in the auditor personal level.(2) In the
same condition, the audit fees of signing auditors who have ever signed the same audit
reports with sanctioned auditors are significantly lower than the auditors who have never














partner of sanctioned auditors are less competitive on the audit market.
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